Analysis of Parents’ Satisfaction Survey (PSS)
Period of Conduction: 2020-21
Responses were collected from the parents on various issues relating to the satisfaction survey
using a structured questionnaire which then forwarded to the parents through their ward and
responses collected through online mode. A total of 403 responses could be gathered from the
parents of the students studying in the three streams of which 62.8% belonged to Science Stream,
20.8% to Arts Stream and 16.4% to Commerce Stream including both Honours (38%) and General
(62%) courses.
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Do you think regular visit of
Guardian/Parent
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betterment
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performance?
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performance and progress of
your son/daughter/ward?
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Reason (s) for selecting this
institution for admission of your
son/daughter.

5.

Did you face any difficulty
during Admission process?

6.

Are you satisfied with
Admission process of
college?
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Do you take all measures to
ensure the presence of your
ward in classes?

8.

How, in your opinion, can
college help students to attend
classes regularly?
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Do you think Career and
Counseling should be an
integral part of the college
system?

10.

Any
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11.

Infrastructure
of
according to you is:

12.

What, according to you is the
greatest fallacy/ drawback/
weakness of the College?

13.

What, according to you are the
advantages/ strengths of this
College?

grievance

college

Regarding the performance and progress of their son/daughter/ward, 77.4% of the parents are
satisfied but also 62% `said that Guardians’/Parents’ regular visit in the institution is required for
betterment of the student’s performance.Again, 81% of the parentsopined that Career Counseling
should be an integral part of the college system.
Almost 66% parents take all measures so that their ward attend the classes regularly.
However, 63.5% believed that strict attendance monitoring can help students to attend classes
regularly.When asked about the reasons for selecting the institution for admission, majority of the
parents’ opinion centered around: ‘Near to residence (Location)’ (41%) and ‘Academic Major
(Subjects) available’ (40%).In terms of rating the college in study of the subject chosen by their
ward, 46% of them rated it ‘Satisfactory’.In regards to Admission process, majority of them (85%)
were satisfied with the admission process and did not face any difficulty during the admission
process (79%).
Infrastructure of the college is said to be ‘Good’ by majority (63%) of the parents. However,
some specific grievances relating to the college came to light: ‘Teaching-Learning Environment’
(20%), ‘Institutional Infrastructure’ (16%) and ‘Academic Facility’ (14%), needed to be improved.
Though various valuable suggestions were received from the parents regarding
improvement of overall quality of higher education in the Institution, but a major fallacy/ weakness
of the College according to them was that ‘The students may not get technical skills’ from the
college as opined by 38% of the respondents. However, Healthy Academic Atmosphere or student
friendly environment is the most rated Strength of the College as opined by majority of the
respondents i.e., 58%.
Some important suggestions as provided by the parents are listed here under:
1. Job and placement facilities should be provided.
2. Skill development should be encouraged to get better knowledge of the students regarding
what kind of jobs roles they want to Pursue in life.
3. Student centric, regular class, comprehensive test.
4. Regular Activities related to Sports in College Play ground.
5. Infrastructure should be made better for better teaching-learning process.
6. Needs improvement and clean environment in Science Laboratory.
7. Shortage for Guidance books in College Library.

